White Shark

Cutting contour
Great Hammerhead Shark

Cutting out the outline
Bull Shark

Cutting outline
Bull Shark

Cutting outline
Assembly Instructions
Step-by-Step Shark Mobile Instructions (with pictures)

Materials Needed:

- Shark coloring pages
- Scissors
- Glue or tape
- Cardboard
- String
- Hangar(s)
- Ribbon (optional)

**Materials**

**Step 1:**
Color then cut out your sharks.

**Step 2:**
Cut cardboard into small squares.

**Step 3:**
Glue or tape cardboard pieces to the back of only one shark per pair.

**Step 4:**
Cut pieces of string or yarn into various lengths.

**Step 5:**
Glue or tape string onto back of each shark.

**Step 6:**
Glue or tape corresponding shark pairs together.
Step 7: Pull wire hanger into diamond shape OR attach two hangers together, as shown, using a rubber band to secure the tops together.

Step 8: Tie the sharks onto the hangar(s).

Step 9 (Optional): Tie ribbon onto hangar to represent ocean waves.

Step 10: Hang and admire!